“1 Cancer Patient”

Every step on a cancer journey can seem daunting, but as it’s traveled, a calming wisdom is achievable. The wisdom of 1 Cancer Patient supports people currently fighting cancer, as well as, thrivers Navigating life after treatment. Personal and intimate images of Traci Asher work together to ease fears of the unknown often experienced during the initial cancer diagnosis. With strength, beauty, and humor, her struggles with surgeries, hair loss, treatments, and everyday life are presented through raw imagery chronicling her seven year fight with metastatic breast cancer.

1 Cancer Patient Exhibit is a collaboration between cancer thriver Traci Asher, her father, photographer Warren Pearlstein and other talented friends and family members. Initially, Traci wanted photographs to remember what she looked like before cancer, but it eventually evolved into much more.

Trickster Cultural Center is partnering with 1 Cancer Patient to expand the reach of awareness and add Native American perspective to a cause that doesn’t discriminate across cultures.

Opening Reception February 19th, 2022 12:00pm-2:00pm

This exhibit will be located at Trickster Cultural Center on the second floor

About Trickster Cultural Center

Founded in 2005, the Trickster Cultural Center promotes connections with Native American culture, all cultural art, and the authentic first voice of the Native peoples and their U.S. military veterans. A 501(c)(3) not for profit organization, the Trickster Cultural Center is the only Native American owned and operated community center and art institution in Illinois. The Trickster Cultural Center aims for individuals to explore, engage, and educate through multicultural programming, post 1960’s contemporary exhibits, and a network of artists, volunteers, members and donors.